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I. Review of Achievements since Hoover 

Some progress has been made in view of the technical services goals set out at the 1991 Stanford 
Conference; however, much still remains unachieved to date. 

From the point of view of quantity, data from shelflist cards for Japanese language titles have 
been retrospectively converted into machine-readable format at many North American libraries 
(Stanford Conference, Task Force no. 6). Some large Japanese-language collections still have 
many titles unconverted; and many Japanese-language retrospective conversion records, 
particularly those processed by contract vendors, are of poor enough quality to hinder ready 
retrieval not only by users but also by seasoned library staff members. 

While holdings information was often available online on a local level for North American 
libraries in 1991, it was felt that availability of such data in an aggregated manner either in 
bibliographic utilities or elsewhere would aid both efficient interlibrary lending operations and 
coordinated collection development (Task Force no. 5, short term goal 3). For serial titles, some 
libraries contributed their summary holdings data to bibliographic utilities; and some efforts have 
been made within the NCC for maintaining such information at an NCC-designated host site. 

The RLG project of the early 1990s of having each member library enter expensive desiderata 
titles in RLIN for ready identification did not see fruition. Recently, some RLG libraries have 
been entering order and/or in-process records in RLIN for their own acquisition control purposes, 
which somewhat facilitates diversification of collected titles among Japanese studies collections 
in North America. Some libraries have also been searching neighboring institutions' publicly-
accessible local order record files to minimize unnecessary duplicative purchases from Japan. 
For easy-to-process titles, the availability of bibliographical information has increased both 
within North America and from Japan through the Internet (Task Force no. 7). However, highly 
specialized titles are often obscured by poor quality retrospective conversion processing. 

II. General Setting 

In the meanwhile, the general setting in which technical services operations of Japanese studies 
information material are performed has changed.1 2 3Points often mentioned in this connection 
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include: deprofessionalization;4 quality degradation of library operations to lead to disservice to 
patrons;5 and decline in the availability of readily usable copy-assisted cataloging source 
records.67 

III. Issues 

Some issues have been identified by practicing Japanese studies librarians in North America for 
further discussion. Traditional versus new material supply vendors in the North American scene 
have surfaced since the 1991 Stanford Conference.89  The long-standing matter of preservation 
and reformatting has received heightened attention as material digitization has become more and 
more feasible and prevalent.10 

Much has been tried in the field of cataloging standards. However, some have also argued that 
the global AACR2 and cataloging harmonization have thus far been unduly Eurocentric,11 which 
is conspicuous in the BL-LC agreement12 and REUSE Project.13 

Although many bibliographic records based on Japanese cataloging standards have been loaded 
in North American bibliographic utility databases, those bibliographic records originating from 
Japan are not readily usable without performing extensive editing and checking in North 
America because there have been no systematic attempts to harmonize the Japanese cataloging 
standards and North American ones or to devise automated switching mechanism between 
Japanese and North American authority records and classification numbers.  The noteworthy 
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differences in these two cataloging standards and conventions relate to: word division; missing 
romanization/imbalanced pair fields; item-level versus title-level cataloging; choice of main 
entries; simplified versus traditional Chinese characters; name/series authority records; subject 
authority records; and classification schemes.14 

When these enumerated issues are borne in mind, it becomes even more apparent that there 
largely remain long-standing unremoved obstacles to information resource sharing and access 
provision to patrons from the technical services point of view. They are: 

1. Incomplete and poor quality retrospective conversion of Japanese-language titles from 
manual shelflist cards into machine readable format  

2. Sporadic availability of holdings records for serials (including monographic series) and 
multipart items  

3. Lack of concerted efforts in cataloging of special as well as rare titles, and  
4. Insufficient release of on-order/in-process records beyond local confines.  

IV. Recommendations  

The North American Coordinating Council on Japanese Library Resources needs to:  

1. Develop clearly delineated and prioritized technical services goals for the next decade  
2. Establish viable action plans  
3. Secure necessary resources to achieve the goals. 
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